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Source:  Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Duis non erat sem

Computationally dense Hungry for data Sophisticated structure

Core operations are highly-tuned 
matrix multiplications and 
convolutions.

Training can involve billions of 
floating-point operations per example.

More data tends to improve the 
accuracy of trained models.

Deep learning can also gain from huge 
volumes of unlabeled data, such as 
images from videos and text corpora.

Networks may have dozens of
layers, with forking and joining,
e.g. for image recognition.

Recurrent neural networks iterate 
across a time dimension.

What is deep learning?
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Application 1: Image recognition

Source:  Going Deeper with Convolutions, Szegedy et al., CVPR 2015
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Application 2: Word similarities

Source:  Efficient Estimation of Word Representations in Vector Space, Mikolov et al., ICLR 2013

Large scale systems workshop

Embedding

distributed
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Application 3: Machine translation

Source: Sequence to Sequence Learning with Neural Networks, Sutskever et al., NIPS 2014

Hello, how are you?

Bonjour comment allez-vous?

Bonjour comment
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Application 4: Caption generation

Source: Show and Tell: A Neural Image Caption Generator, Vinyals et al., CVPR 2015



Distributed training and inference

Neural networks have (mostly) dense and regular structure.
We exploit these ideas to train large models quickly:

● Data parallelism

● Model parallelism

● Task parallelism



Data parallelism
Parameter servers store the latest 

model parameters, sharded

Worker replicas perform the same 
computation on different batches of data 

A distributed file system (Colossus) 
provides access to training examples



Model parallelism
Parameter servers store the latest 

model parameters, sharded

Multiple worker tasks coordinate to 
process a single batch of examples

A distributed file system (Colossus) 
provides access to training examples



Task parallelism

Source:  Going Deeper with Convolutions, Szegedy et al., CVPR 2015



Intra-machine parallelism

Recall that many of the primitive operations are matrix-matrix 
multiplications and convolutions.

Much of the parallelism is within a single machine:

● Using vector instructions
● Using multiple cores
● Using multiple GPGPUs

We use the Eigen library, containing many micro-optimizations



TensorFlow

Based on general-purpose dataflow graphs.
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TensorFlow
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Minimum step time ≈ O(100μs to 1ms) 



TensorFlow

Add Mul

biases

...

learning rate

−=...

'Biases' is a variable −= updates biasesMore ops to compute gradients



TensorFlow example inference

import tensorflow as tf

input = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[64, 784])

labels = tf.placeholder(tf.int32, shape=[64])

weights = tf.Variable(tf.random_normal(shape=[784, 100]))

biases = tf.Variable(tf.zeros(shape=[100]))

activations = tf.nn.relu(tf.matmul(input, weights) + biases)

with tf.Session():

  result = activations.eval({input: LoadArrayFromFile(...)})

  print result



TensorFlow example trainer

import tensorflow as tf

input = tf.placeholder(tf.float32, shape=[64, 784])

labels = tf.placeholder(tf.int32, shape=[64])

weights = tf.Variable(tf.random_normal(shape=[784, 100]))

biases = tf.Variable(tf.zeros(shape=[100]))

activations = tf.nn.relu(tf.matmul(input, weights) + biases)

# Feed the activations through some more layers… 

loss = tf.reduce_mean(tf.nn.softmax_cross_entropy_with_logits(…))

optimizer = tf.train.GradientDescentOptimizer(0.01).minimize(loss)

with tf.Session():

  while True:

    optimizer.Run({input: …, labels: …})



Challenges and open questions

How do we deal with heterogeneous devices, and automate the 
layout of the dataflow across devices and processes?

How do we optimize the code that executes for many weeks or 
years of machine time? Can we learn an useful cost model?

How do we improve efficiency? Training is robust to reduced 
precision and the injection of noise: what can we approximate?

How do we structure thousands of different neural nets to take 
advantage of tasks others have already learned?



For more information

TensorFlow website: https://tensorflow.org 

Source code on GitHub: https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow

Mailing list: discuss@tensorflow.org 

https://tensorflow.org
https://github.com/tensorflow/tensorflow
mailto:discuss@tensorflow.org

